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Check your contents wherever you are. A web browser 
will be enough.

Schedule and create your visual information. 
Organize your graphics in groups of players and publish 
it in a click.

ThemeChannelThemeChannel 

Supervise them all.
Keep an eye to your players through a simple and complete interface. 
Theme Channel Supervisor will give you a view of each player’s output 
as well as other useful info. 

Never again mistakes.
Keep out problems from your work. You have all the necessary tools 
to control the players and to take action promptly to any oversights. 
No problem, never.

Your ideal tool for scheduled information. 
The intuitive design, the clear view and interface, the advanced
drag & drop gesture are just some of the things that you will love. 

Here we organize. Quickly.
Complexities no, thanks. Manage players in groups and discover 
how easy it is to define palimpsests thanks to the day/week/year 
representation.

Remote contents updates: speed and safety.
The contents transmission is provided by secure protocols in order to 
guarantee completeness of the files and privacy. Low overhead, 
maximum efficiency!

Content Manager Supervisor
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Play and stop. Easy, even remotely!
All under your control, sure. 

Talented and easy to understand. Reinvent your way 
to work without the slightest effort. Broadcast 
features, digital delight.

ThemeChannel Player

Remote Administration. Play everywhere.
The player is completely remotable and allows you to playback 
the contents on any video output device. Free to choose. 

Accessible via web browser.
You can control it through a web browser, an iPad or an Android 
device. All the necessary settings are there, with a lot of useful tools.

No configuration required.
Everything is already configured at startup. Open ThemeChannelPlayer 
and enjoy the graphics. Automatic. 

Check the output through a standard browser.
Thanks to the included HTTP server, you can check the status 
of contents and control the real player output. No magic,  
just technology. 

Easy to learn and to use. 
The elegant single window interface provides access to common 
features with a simple click. 1,2,3, you are on air. 

A pleasure for the eyes and the mind.
Vectors and antialiasing everywhere, for texts, shapes and other 
graphics. Your customers will notice the difference! 

MediaPlugs series. All integrated.
Inform and attract with rich crawls connected to external data sources, 
social feeds, media players, clocks, logos and so on.  
It’s not what you expect. It’s more.

Impressive effects.
Set duration, fade, interpolation and change position, scale 
and rotation in one second. Discover the many ready-to-use presets.
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